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Introduction and Scope
Introduction: The following numbered and attached pages are your home inspection report. The report includes video,
pictures, information and recommendations. This inspection was performed in accordance with the current Standards of
Practice and Code of Ethics. The Standards contain certain and very important limitations, expectations and exclusions to
the inspection. A copy is available prior to, during and after the inspection and it is part of the report.
InterNACHI Standards of Practice (click to read)
InterNACHI and Certified Master Inspector Code Of Ethics (click to read)
Scope: A home inspection is intended to assist in evaluating the overall condition of the dwelling. The inspection is based on
observation of the visible, readily accessible and apparent condition of the structure and its components on this day. The
results of this inspection are not intended to make any representation regarding the presence or absence of concealed
defects that are not reasonably ascertainable or readily accessible in a competently performed inspection. Please note that
this report is a "snapshot" in time; a final walk-through inspection should be carried out the day before closing by the new
owners to check and verify the condition of the property. Use of the Final Walk-Through Check-list provided to you with this
inspection report is highly recommended.
No warranty, guarantee or insurance by Up Close Home Inspection is expressed or implied. This report does not include
inspection for wood destroying insects, mold, lead or asbestos. A representative sampling of the building components is
viewed in areas that are accessible at the time of the inspection. No destructive testing or dismantling of components is
performed. Not all defects will be identified during this inspection. Unexpected repairs should be anticipated. The person
conducting your inspection is not a Structural Engineer or other professional whose license authorizes the rendering of an
opinion as to the structural integrity of a building or its other component parts.
You are advised to seek two professional opinions and acquire estimates of repair as to any defects, comments,
improvements or recommendations mentioned in this report. Up Close Home Inspection recommends that the professional
making any repairs inspect the property further, in order to discover and repair related problems that were not identified in
the report. We recommend that all repairs, corrections and cost estimates be completed and documented prior to closing or
purchasing the property. Feel free to hire other professionals to inspect the property prior to closing, including Qualified
HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical, Engineering and Roofing Contractors.
A separate sewer line camera inspection is recommended for every home. This separate inspection will show the condition
of the buried sewer line from the home to the city main. Items such as tree roots, broken drain pipes, other obstructions, and
overall sewer line condition will be revealed. Inspector recommends contacting a qualified sewer line inspector with a camera
sewer rodding machine to perform this separate inspection. Even if a home is only a few years old, the possibility of sewer
line obstruction or damage, while unlikely, does exist, and thus the sewer line camera inspection is recommended in every
circumstance.
Use of Photographs and Video: Your report includes many photographs which help to clarify where the inspector went,
what was looked at, and the condition of a system or component at the time of the inspection. Some of the pictures may be
of deficiencies or problem areas, these are to help you better understand what is documented in this report and may allow
you see areas or items that you normally would not see. A pictured issue does not necessarily mean that the issue was
limited to that area only, but may be a representation of a condition that is in multiple places. Not all areas of deficiencies or
conditions will be supported with photos.
What really matters in a home inspection: The process can be stressful. A home inspection is supposed to give you
reassurance but often has the opposite effect. You will be asked to absorb a lot of information in a short time. This often
includes a written report, checklist, photographs, environmental reports and what the inspector himself says during the
inspection. All this combined with the seller's disclosure and what you notice yourself makes the experience even more
overwhelming. What should you do? Relax. Most of your inspection will be maintenance recommendations, life expectancies
and minor imperfections. These are nice to know about. However, the issues that really matter will fall into four categories: 1.
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Major defects. An example of this would be a significant structural failure. 2. Things that may lead to major defects. A small
water leak coming from a piece of roof flashing, for example. 3. Things that may hinder your ability to finance, legally occupy
or insure the home. Structural damaged caused by termite infestation, for example. 4. Safety hazards. Such as a lack of
AFCI/GFCI outlet protection. Anything in these categories should be corrected. Often a serious problem can be corrected
inexpensively to protect both life and property (especially in categories 2 and 4). Most sellers are honest and are often
surprised to learn of defects uncovered during an inspection. Realize that sellers are under no obligation to repair everything
mentioned in the report. No home is perfect.
Although a home inspection cannot determine how long any particular system will last we have provided information
regarding the expected life expectancies of different home systems:
Estimated Life Expectancies of Home Systems (click to read)
For more information about the DTE Appliance Repair Program (Click Here)
The inspection represents the condition of the visually inspected areas of the property at the date and time of the inspection.
Component conditions may change between the date of the inspection and the title transfer date. A thorough walk-through
prior to title transfer help protect against unexpected surprises, and is recommended. THE PURCHASE OF A HOME
WARRANTY IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. ALSO, ENROLLMENT INTO A "APPLIANCE PROTECTION PLAN THROUGH
YOUR ENERGY (GAS/ELECTRIC) COMPANY IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
When things go wrong: There may come a time when you discover something wrong with the house that you purchased,
and you may be upset or disappointed with your home inspection. There are some things you should keep in mind.
Intermittent Or Concealed Problems: Some problems can only be discovered by living in a house. Some problems cannot
be discovered during the few hours of a home inspection. For example, some shower stalls leak leak when people are in the
shower, but do not leak when you simply turn on the tap. Some roofs and basements only leak when specific conditions
exist. Some problems will only be discovered when carpets are lifted, furniture is moved, or finishes are removed.
No Clues: These problems may have existed at the time of the inspection, but there were no clues as to their existence. The
inspection is based, in part, on the past performance of the house. If there are no clues of a past problem, it is unreasonable
to assume the inspector will foresee a future problem.
Some minor things are always missed: Some say that inspectors are inconsistent because our reports identify some
minor problems, but not others. The minor problems that are identified were discovered while looking for more significant
problems. They are noted simply as a courtesy. The intent of the inspection is not to find the $100 problems. It is to find the
$2,000 problems. These are the things that affect people's decisions to purchase a home.
Contractor's Advice: A common source of dissatisfaction with home inspectors comes from comments made by
contractors. Contractor's opinions may differ from that of a home inspectors. Don't be surprised when three roofers all say
the roof needs replacement, when your inspector said that the roof would last a few more years with some minor repairs.
Repair/Cost Estimates: Because of potential conflicts of interest, recommendations to specific contractors generally will not
be made. Also, cost estimates are outside the scope of a home inspection. Cost estimates can vary greatly and can depend
upon numerous factors including the professionalism, quality, materials, time, and guarantee offered by the person or
company performing the repairs.
"Last Man In" Theory: While the advice of your home inspector represents the most prudent thing to do, many contractors
are reluctant to undertake these repairs. This is because of the "last man in" theory. The contractor fears that if he is the last
person to work on the roof, he will get blamed if the roof leaks, regardless of whether or not the roof leak is his fault.
Consequently, he won't want to do a minor repair with high liability, when he could re-roof the the entire house for more
money and reduce the likelihood of a callback. This is understandable.
Most Recent Advice Is Best": There is more to the "last man in" theory. It suggests that it is human nature for homeowners
to believe the last bit of expert advice they receive, even if it is contrary to previous advice. Home inspectors unfortunately
find themselves in the position of "first man in" and consequently it is the home inspectors advice that is often disbelieved.
Why didn't we see it?: Contractors often say, "I can't believe you had this house inspected, and the home inspector didn't
find this problem." There are several reasons for these apparent oversights:
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Most contractors have no understanding of what is inside or outside the scope of a home inspection: This inspection
was conducted in accordance with the Standards Of Practice of the International Association of Certified Home Inspectors.
The Standards Of Practice specifically state what's included and excluded from the home inspection.
Conditions During The Inspection: It is difficult for homeowners to remember the circumstances in the house at the time of
the inspection. Homeowners seldom remember that it was snowing, that there was storage everywhere or that the furnace
could not be turned on because the air conditioning was operating, etc.. It is impossible for contractors to know what the
circumstances were when the home inspection was performed.
The Wisdom Of Hindsight: When the problem manifests itself, it is very easy to have 20/20 hindsight. Anybody can say
that the basement is wet when there is 2 feet of water on the floor. Predicting the problem is a different story.
Exhaustive Inspection: If your home inspector spent 45 minutes under the kitchen sink, or an hour disassembling the
furnace, more problems would surely be found. If these steps were taken during the home inspection, the inspection would
take several days or more and cost considerably more as well.
Generalists: Home inspectors are generalists, not specialists. The heating contractor may indeed have more expertise than
your home inspector. This is because home inspectors are expected to have heating expertise, plumbing expertise,
structural expertise, electrical expertise, etc..
An Invasive Look: Problems often become apparent when cabinets or plaster are removed, when fixtures or cabinets are
pulled out, and so on. A home inspection is a visual examination. Home inspectors do not perform invasive or destructive
tests.
Not Insurance: In conclusion, a home inspection is designed to better your odds of not purchasing a "money pit". It is not
designed to eliminate all potential or possible risk. For that reason, a home inspection should NOT be considered an
insurance policy. The premium that an insurance company would have to charge for a policy with no deductible, no limit and
an indefinite policy period would be considerably more than the fee for a home inspection. It would also not include the value
added by the home inspection.
Code: Questions regarding "code" are common. Please remember that building codes are developed by nationwide experts
in particular topic areas. They are then sent to the State where some home builders, a few experts, and politicians decide
what is going to be enforced in the state. They are then sent to the local level where mostly home builders and politicians
decide what's going to be enforced locally. They are then given to the code enforcement inspectors to interpret according to
how they read the code. In addition, the local code often lags several years behind the national codes. Building codes are
not lofty standards. They are the bare minimum legal standard that a home builder, electrician, plumber, etc., must comply
with. To do anything less would be illegal. Up Close Home Inspection serves a large area of Michigan, with many different
building code enforcement authorities, each with their own individual interpretations of the national and state building codes
based on their local politics and beliefs.
The inspector cannot be completely conversant with each and every building code enforcement authority's interpretation of
the national building codes; therefore the inspector does not perform code compliance inspections, nor does the Inspector
guarantee that all items are in compliance with governing codes, regulations, ordinances, statutes, covenants, and
manufacturer specifications. The Inspectors references and sources for calling out different items as a safety concern, or
defective, or marginal, or in need of repair may include the national building codes (International Residential Code, National
Electric Code, Uniform Plumbing Code, etc.), manufacturer's instructions, the building industry's standards, continuing
education, and personal experience.
Final Walk-Through: This report is a snapshot in time, at the time and date of the inspection. Conditions in a house can
change at any time, for any number of reasons (think about your vehicle suddenly breaking down!). For this reason, it is
recommended to complete a walk-through of the vacant house before closing. If you or your representative are not available
for such a walk through (or if you would like a professional to accompany you), you are asked to contact Up Close Home
Inspection with at least 3 days notice. Use of the Final Walk-Through Check-list provided to you with this inspection report is
highly recommended.
Finally, changing all batteries in battery operated devices (especially smoke detectors), re-keying or changing all exterior
locks, changing the furnace filter, and reprogramming any code devices such as alarm systems, exterior keypads, and
garage door openers is always recommended upon or before moving in.
Comment Key or Definitions
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The following are definitions of comment descriptions in this inspection report. All comments by the inspector should be
considered before purchasing this home. Any recommendations by the inspector to repair or replace suggests a second
opinion or further inspection by a qualified contractor. All costs associated with further inspection fees and repair or
replacement of item, component or unit should be considered before you purchase the property.
Inspected (IN) = Inspector visually observed the item, component or unit and if no other comments were made then it
appeared to be functioning as intended allowing for normal wear and tear.
Not Inspected (NI)= Inspector did not inspect this item, component or unit and made no representations of whether or not it
was functioning as intended and will state a reason for not inspecting.
Attention Needed (AN) = This item or component requires minor adjustment or simple attention to function correctly or is
simply an item that the inspector would like the occupant to be aware of and may not require correction but monitoring of the
area or component is recommended. Monitoring and can be recommended when the component is in marginal condition
and/or nearing the end of its useful service life expectancy or perhaps has a "history" of problems. Ongoing and frequent
evaluation by qualified partied to determine if or when corrective action is needed - and to and to setup a time line for future
inspections. Repair or replacement at this time is considered optional.
Maintenance or Monitoring Suggested (MS) = The inspector recommends that a qualified contractor or the occupant bring
the item, component or system back into good working order to prevent major future deficiencies and added expenses. This
designation is also used when an item, component, or system is nearing, is at, or has passed its life expectancy and the
inspector recommends routine maintenance, service, and/or cleaning. See below for a link to an estimated life expectancy
chart.
Not Present (NP) = This item, component or unit is not in this home or building.
Repair or Replace (RR) = The item, component or unit is not functioning as intended, or needs further inspection by a
qualified contractor. Items, components or units that can be repaired to satisfactory condition may not need replacement.
This report has been produced in accordance with the AGREEMENT and is subject to the terms and conditions agreed upon
therein. The report was produced exclusively for our CLIENT. Not to be used or interpreted by anyone other than our
CLIENT or REPRESENTATIVE. If you're reading this report but did not hire us, Up Close Home Inspection, to perform the
original inspection, please note that it is likely that conditions related to the home have probably changed, even if the report
is fairly recent. Just as you cannot rely on an outdated weather report, you should not rely on an outdated inspection report.
Minor problems noted may have become worse, recent events may have created new issues and items may even have
been corrected and improved. Don't rely on old information about one of the biggest purchases you'll ever make. Remember
that the cost of a home inspection is insignificant compared to the value of the home. Protect your family and your
investment, and please call us directly at (734) 224-8080 to discuss the report you're reading for this property so that we can
arrange for a re-inspection. Thank You!
Homes more than 5 years old may have areas that are not current in code requirements. This is not a new home and this
home cannot be expected to meet current code standards. Building codes change every 3 to 5 years. Any building more
than 5-6 years old will have areas that do not conform to all current code requirements. While this inspection makes every
effort to point out safety issues, it does not inspect for code. It is common that homes of any age will have had repairs
performed and some repairs may not be in a workmanlike manner. Some areas may appear less than standard. This
inspection looks for items that are not functioning as intended. It does not grade the repair. It is sometimes common to see
old plumbing or mixed materials. Sometimes water signs in crawlspaces or basements could be years old from a problem
that no longer exists. Or, it may still need further attention and repair. Determining this can be difficult in a lived in home.
Sometimes homes have signs of damage to wood from wood eating insects. Having this is typical and fairly common. If the
home inspection reveals signs of damage you should have a pest control company inspect further for activity and possible
hidden damage. The home inspection does not look for possible manufacturer re-calls on components that could be in this
home. Always consider hiring the appropriate expert for any repairs or further inspection.
The residence was furnished at the time of the inspection and numerous areas of the interior were hidden by the occupant's
belongings and were not able to be inspected. In accordance with industry standards, the inspection is limited to only those
surfaces that are exposed and readily accessible. The Inspector does not move furniture, lift floor-covering materials, or
remove or rearrange items within closets or on shelving. On your final walk through, or at some point after furniture and
personal belongings have been removed, it is important that you inspect the interior portions of the residence that were
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concealed or otherwise inaccessible at the time of the inspection. Contact Up Close Home Inspection immediately if any
adverse conditions are observed that were not commented on in your inspection report.
Style of Home:

Approximate Year of Original

Home Faces:

Single Family (2 story)

Construction:

SW

Over 10 Years - 2005

Client Is Present:

Radon Test:

Water Test:

Yes

No

No

Weather:

Temperature:

Significant precipitation in last 3 days:

Clear

Below

No

Occupancy:

Approximate Square Footage:

Recent remodeling/rennovation:

The home was occupied

4347

No
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1. Roof

The inspector shall inspect from ground level or eaves: The roof covering. The gutters. The downspouts. The vents, flashings, skylights, chimney and
other roof penetrations. The general structure of the roof from the readily accessible panels, doors or stairs.
The inspector is not required to: Walk on any roof surface, predict the service life expectancy, inspect underground downspout diverter drainage pipes,
remove snow, ice, debris or other conditions that prohibit the observation of the roof surfaces, move insulation, inspect antennae, satellite dishes, lightning
arresters, de-icing equipment, or similar attachments. Walk on any roof areas that appear, in the opinion of the inspector to be unsafe, and or cause
damage. Perform a water test, warrant or certify the roof. Confirm proper fastening or installation of any roof material.
ROOFING SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
Periodic roof examinations are suggested with attention to monitoring for missing or damaged shingles and deterioration over time. A visual examination of
all roof surfaces should be done as a part of your twice-yearly maintenance activities. Your roof areas should also be checked after storms and major
rainfall to ensure deterioration or damage has not occurred to roof cover, drainage components, flashings, and penetrations.

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Styles & Materials

1.0 Roof Covering

•

•

Roof Covering type:
Architectural

1.1 Gutters and Downspouts

•

•

Viewed roof covering

1.2 Flashing

•

•

1.3 Vents, Skylights, Chimney, and other roof penetrations

•

from:
Ground
Ladder
Walked roof

1.4 Roof Structure and Attic

•

Sky Light(s):
None

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Chimney (exterior):
Metal Flue Pipe
Roof Structure:
Engineered wood trusses
2 X 4 Rafters
Plywood
Sheathing
Extra Info : OSB
Roof-Type:
Hip
Method used to observe
attic:
Walked
Attic info:
Attic access
Scuttle hole
Light in attic
No Storage

Comments:
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1.0 (1) Shingles appeared to be adequately protecting the home at the time of the inspection.
The shingles are comprised of asphalt or fiberglass materials impregnated with mineral granules that are designed to deflect
the deteriorating ultra-violet rays of the sun. The most common of these roofs are warranted by manufacturers to last from
fifteen to twenty-five years. The actual service life of the roof will vary, depending on a number of interrelated factors
including the quality of the material and the method of installation. Regular maintenance will certainly extend the life of any
roof.

1.0 Item 1(Picture)
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(2) Vegetation build-up or "moss" is present on the roof. The presence or absence of sunlight is often a factor in the amount
of vegetation, and as such, areas with more shade such as under eaves and adjacent to dormer areas tend to have more of
this vegetation. This vegetation growth can cause premature wear and deterioration. The inspector recommends application
of a "Spray & Forget" type product appropriate for roofs that helps remove and prevent vegetation growth and may help
extend the useful life of the shingles.

1.0 Item 3(Picture) Moss build-up

1.0 Item 4(Picture)

1.0 Item 5(Picture)
(3) The tree limbs that are in contact with roof (front walkway) or hanging near roof should be trimmed. In general, you
shouldn't have any vegetation-bushes, shrubs, vines, trees-touching the house or garage, which can trap moisture that
causes rot and attracts pests and cause discoloration. Many pests use vegetation as a bridge between the ground to the
walls and roof.
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1.1 (1) Downspout discharging improperly onto the roof surface: downspouts should be extended to flow to the gutter
beneath it. Discharging water directly on to the roof, especially at a junction of the roof where a vertical siding junction
occurs) has a propensity to cause leaks.

1.1 Item 1(Picture)

1.1 Item 2(Picture)

(2) One or more downspouts discharged roof drainage next to the foundation. This condition can effect the ability of the soil
to support the weight of the structure above and can cause damage related to soil/foundation movement, as well as lead to
future moisture intrusion and foundation issues if not properly corrected. The Inspector recommends the installation of
downspout extensions to discharge roof drainage a minimum of 6 feet from the foundation.

1.1 Item 3(Picture)

1.1 Item 4(Picture) Alignment recommended
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(3) Loose gutters and gutter attachment hardware including gutter spikes should be properly secured. Non-professional
methods to secure gutter components should be corrected.

1.1 Item 6(Picture) Professional materials or repair
recommended
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(4) Water discharging improperly onto the roof surface: gutters should be added to dormers and downspouts should be
extended to flow to the gutter beneath it. Discharging water directly on to the roof, especially at a junction of the roof where a
vertical siding junction occurs) has a propensity to cause leaks.

1.1 Item 7(Picture)

1.1 Item 8(Picture)
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1.2 Inspector recommends the use of kick-out flashing on dormer type areas where the use of gutters is not appropriate to
reduce granule loss, help promote the life expectancy of the shingles and help prevent moisture intrusion. Kickout flashing is
a simple little piece of metal that directs water out and away from a building when a roof surface ends at a wall.

1.2 Item 1(Picture)

1.2 Item 2(Picture)

1.2 Item 3(Picture) Kick-out flashing example
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1.4 Roof structure pictures are for reference only.

1.4 Item 1(Picture)

1.4 Item 2(Picture)

1.4 Item 4(Picture)

1.4 Item 3(Picture)
The roof of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of concern, some
areas can go unnoticed. Roof coverings and skylights can appear to be leak proof during inspection and weather conditions. Our inspection makes an
attempt to find a leak but sometimes cannot. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report
should be considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the
comments in this inspection report.
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2. Exterior

The inspector shall inspect: The siding, flashing and trim. All exterior doors, decks, stoops, steps, stairs, porches, railings, eaves, soffits and fascias. And
report as in need of repair any spacing between intermediate balusters, spindles, or rails for steps, stairways, balconies, and railings that permit the
passage of an object greater than four inches in diameter. A representative number of windows. The vegetation, surface drainage and retaining walls when
these are likely to adversely affect the structure. And describe the exterior wall covering.
The inspector is not required to: Inspect or operate screens, storm windows, shutters, awnings, fences, outbuildings, or exterior accent lighting, Inspect
items, including window and door flashings, which are not visible or readily accessible from the ground, Inspect geological, geotechnical, hydrological and/or
soil conditions, Inspect recreational facilities, playground equipment. Inspect seawalls, break-walls and docks, Inspect erosion control and earth stabilization
measures, Inspect for safety type glass, Inspect underground utilities, Inspect underground items, Inspect wells or springs, Inspect solar, wind or
geothermal systems, Inspect swimming pools or spas, Inspect wastewater treatment systems septic systems or cesspools, Inspect irrigation or sprinkler
systems, Inspect drain fields or drywells, Determine the integrity of multi-pane window glazing or the thermal window seals.
EXTERIOR SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
Exterior elements should be inspected at least twice a year (spring and fall) to assess for items requiring repair or maintenance. This includes all exterior
surface finishes; trims and flashings; eavestrough and downspouts; soffits and fascias; porches, decks and stairs; sidewalks and driveways; doors and
windows; and roofs. Be particularly vigilant for conditions that may result in pest or water infiltration.

IN NI AN MS NP RR
2.0 Wall Covering, Flashing and Trim

•

•

2.1 All Exterior Doors

•

•

2.2 Adjacent Walkways and Driveways

•

2.3 Stairs, Steps, Stoops, Stairways and Ramps

•

2.4 Porches, Patios, Decks, Balconies and Carports

•

2.5 Railings, Guards and Handrails

•

2.6 Eaves Soffits and Fascia

•

2.7 Windows (a representative number)

•

2.8

Vegetation, Surface Drainage, Retaining Walls, Grading of the property,
where they may adversely affect the structure due to moisture intrusion

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

•

Styles & Materials
Siding Style:
Brick
Siding Material:
Wood
Brick
Exterior Entry Doors:
Steel

•

•

Appurtenance:
Deck with steps
Porch
Sidewalk
Patio
Driveway:
Concrete

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Comments:
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2.0 (1) Exterior wall covering and trim exposures, including areas of deteriorated caulk or sealant should be appropriately
sealed up or maintained where they are deteriorated or damaged to help prevent moisture intrusion, deterioration, and insect
nesting or wildlife intrusion. Numerous areas of the exterior require regular "10 year" maintenance including painting and
caulking.

2.0 Item 1(Picture)

2.0 Item 2(Picture)

2.0 Item 3(Picture)

2.0 Item 4(Picture)

2.0 Item 5(Picture)
(2) Tuck-point or concrete/mortar maintenance is recommended on the exterior where mortar is deteriorated or brick is
loose.

2.0 Item 6(Picture)
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2.1 Master bedroom balcony door hardware (lock, knob, striker, closer, or hinge) requires adjustment, maintenance or repair
to operate properly, open/close smoothly, or lock securely.
2.4 (1) General overall deferred maintenance is apparent at the deck and deck components. Inspector recommends proper
correction including prep and paint or stain as well as securing or repairing loose or deteriorated components. The inspector
recommends the deck be cleaned with a "Deck wash" and sealed with a waterproof sealant sealant claiming to waterproof,
block ultraviolet light, and stop mildew. (As well as the underside of the deck, if accessible.)

2.4 Item 1(Picture)

2.4 Item 2(Picture)

2.4 Item 3(Picture)

2.4 Item 4(Picture)

2.4 Item 5(Picture)
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(2) Inspector recommends removal of birds nest debris.

2.4 Item 6(Picture)

2.4 Item 7(Picture)

2.6 (1) Inspector recommends removal of insect nest debris.

2.6 Item 1(Picture)

2.6 Item 2(Picture)

2.6 Item 3(Picture)
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(2) Eave, soffit, and fascia exposures should be properly sealed with appropriate materials to help prevent moisture
intrusion, insect/animal nesting, and deterioration.

2.6 Item 4(Picture)
2.7 Several windows show typical indications of normal wear. The Inspector recommends caulking/prep and paint as needed
to help prevent moisture intrusion and help extend the useful life of the seal and window.

2.7 Item 1(Picture)

2.7 Item 2(Picture)

2.8 (1) The Inspector recommends all vegetation attached to or near the house and foundation be trimmed back. In general,
you shouldn't have any vegetation-bushes, shrubs, vines, trees-touching the house, which can trap moisture that causes rot
and attracts pests. Many pests use vegetation as a bridge between the ground to the walls and roof of your home. The
Inspector recommends keeping foundation plantings (shrubs, bushes, perennials) and wood mulch at least 18 inches away
from the foundation.

2.8 Item 1(Picture)
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(2) Exposures to the foundation wall areas should have increased grade or should be otherwise properly covered to help
prevent moisture intrusion and future foundation issues.

2.8 Item 2(Picture)
The exterior of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of concern,
some areas can go unnoticed. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be
considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in
this inspection report.

3. Basement, Foundation, Crawlspace and Structure

The inspector shall inspect: The basement. The foundation. The crawlspace. The visible structural components. Any present conditions or clear
indications of active water penetration observed by the inspector. And report any general indications of foundation movement that are observed by the
inspector, such as but not limited to sheetrock cracks, brick cracks, out-of-square door frames or floor slopes.
The inspector is not required to: Enter any crawlspaces that are not readily accessible or where entry could cause damage or pose a hazard to the
inspector, Move stored items or debris, Operate sump pumps with inaccessible floats, Identify size, spacing, span, location or determine adequacy of
foundation bolting, bracing, joists, joist spans or support systems, Provide any engineering or architectural service, Report on the adequacy of any structural
system or component.
STRUCTURAL/BASEMENT SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
The condition of the foundation should be checked twice a year (spring and fall) for indication of change, movement, or deterioration. In addition, look for
evidence of moisture infiltration, dampness, and mold. Visible wood structure elements should be checked at least twice a year for indications of
deterioration or change. Items to check include visible areas of the floor structure (such as viewed from the basement), and an attic examination for the
condition of the roof structure. Checks should include observing for water damage, pest infiltration, and deterioration.

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Styles & Materials
Foundation:
Poured concrete

Foundation, Basement and Crawlspace (Report signs of abnormal or
3.0 harmful water penetration into the building or signs of abnormal or harmful
condensation on building components.)

•

3.1 Walls (Structural)

•

3.2 Columns or Piers

•

Floor Structure:
2 X 10

3.3 Floors (Structural)

•

3.4 Ceilings (structural)

•

Wall Structure:
2 X 4 Wood

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

Method used to observe

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Crawlspace:
No crawlspace

Columns or Piers:
Steel lally columns
Ceiling Structure:
2X8

Comments:
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3.0 (1) White efflorescence (powder or crystal substance) on the basement wall indicates moisture is in contact with the
foundation wall. Sometimes this white substance can be discolored or darker in cases where it has collected dust and dirt.
Efflorescence does not necessarily indicate that intrusion will occur. Inspector recommends checking the gutters and the
downspouts (and buried drain lines if applicable) for proper operation and appropriate discharge distance (6ft) from the
house. Exterior recommendations such covering areas of exposed foundation, application of a proper sealant where
driveways, sidewalks, and patios meet the foundation, and increasing any negative grade towards the house if noted in the
exterior section is recommended to help prevent moisture intrusion. Also, a water proofing paint could be applied to the
interior side of the basement wall if necessary. Efflorescence is found on many homes without water intrusion occurring
inside the home, but it should alert you to the possibility that future steps may be needed.

3.0 Item 1(Picture)
(2) Past indications of moisture intrusion at the foundation wall are evident by the water marks and nearby adjacent staining.
Inspector recommends proper sealing and correction of all exterior moisture intrusion, sealant, gutter downspout, foundation
exposure and negative slope/grade concerns. Also, professional sealing of all foundation cracks is recommended to help
avoid future moisture intrusion issues.
The area was inspected with infra-red technology at the time of the inspection and there was no active moisture intrusion at
the time of the inspection.

3.0 Item 2(Picture)
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3.1 Typical settlement/shrinkage cracks are noted.
Many foundations or basement walls are found to contain cracks, but there is no absolute standard for evaluating them.
However, those that are less than 1/4" and which exhibit no significant vertical or horizontal displacement are not regarded
as being structurally threatening. They typically result from common shrinkage and settlement, but can also be caused by a
deficient mixture of concrete, deterioration through time, seismic activity, adverse soil conditions, and poor drainage, and if
they are not sealed they may allow moisture to enter a residence, and particularly if the residence is surcharged by a hill or a
slope, or if downspouts discharge adjacent to the slab. However, in the absence of any major defects, the inspector may not
recommend that you consult with a structural engineer or a foundation contractor, but this should not deter you from seeking
the opinion of any such expert.
Eventual sealing/filling of the cracks with appropriate materials by a qualified contractor and monitoring for any changes that
might indicate further movement or the need for repairs, is recommended.

3.1 Item 3(Picture)

3.1 Item 1(Picture)

3.1 Item 2(Picture)

The structure of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of concern,
some areas can go unnoticed. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be
considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in
this inspection report.
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4. Heating and Cooling

The inspector shall inspect: The heating system and describe the energy source and heating method using normal operating controls. And report as in
need of repair electric furnaces which do not operate. And report if inspector deemed the furnace inaccessible. The central cooling equipment using normal
operating controls.
The inspector is not required to: Inspect or evaluate interiors of flues or chimneys, fire chambers, heat exchangers, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, electronic
air filters, solar heating systems, solar heating systems or fuel tanks. Inspect underground fuel tanks. Determine the uniformity, temperature, flow, balance,
distribution, size, capacity, BTU, or supply adequacy of the heating system. Light or ignite pilot flames. Activate heating, heat pump systems, or other
heating systems when ambient temperatures or when other circumstances are not conducive to safe operation or may damage the equipment. Override
electronic thermostats. Evaluate fuel quality. Verify thermostat calibration, heat anticipation or automatic setbacks, timers, programs or clocks. Determine
the uniformity, temperature, flow, balance, distribution, size, capacity, BTU, or supply adequacy of the cooling system. Inspect window units, through-wall
units, or electronic air filters. Operate equipment or systems if exterior temperature is below 60 degrees Fahrenheit or when other circumstances are not
conducive to safe operation or may damage the equipment. Inspect or determine thermostat calibration, heat anticipation or automatic setbacks or clocks.
Examine electrical current, coolant fluids or gasses, or coolant leakage.
HEATING/COOLING SUGGESTIONS AND MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
To ensure safe operation of the key components of the heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, annual service by a qualified specialist is recommended.
Annual cleaning and maintenance will prolong the life of the installed components and increase energy efficiency. Filters that are part of your heating/
cooling system should be checked periodically, and cleaned or replaced when required. Your home contains fuel-burning appliances. For your safety,
carbon monoxide detector(s) should be installed and periodically tested. Monthly testing of these detectors is recommended.

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Heat Type:
Forced Air Furnace

4.0 Heating System

•

4.1 Normal Operating Controls

•

Energy Source:
Gas

4.2 Automatic Safety Controls

•

Number of Heat Systems

Distribution Systems (including fans, pumps, ducts and piping, with
4.3 supports, insulation, air filters, registers, radiators, fan coil units and
convectors)

•

4.4 Presence of installed heat source in each room

•

4.5 Chimneys, Flues and vents (for gas water heaters or heat systems)

•

•

•
•

4.6 Cooling System
4.7 Normal Operating Controls

•

4.8 Presence of installed cooling source in each room

•

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

•

Styles & Materials

•

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

(excluding wood):
One
Heat System Brand:
CARRIER
Serial # : Carrier Model #
58MCA100 - SERIAL
NUMBERS: 2804A11297,
2804A11330
Ductwork:
Non-insulated
Filter Type:
Disposable
Cartridge
Filter Size:
20x25X1
Cooling Equipment Type:
Central Air/Condenser
Cooling Equipment Energy
Source:
Electricity
Central Air Manufacturer:
CARRIER
Number of AC Only Units:
None

Comments:
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4.0 Furnaces were both manufactured in 2004. Inspector recommends annual maintenance and cleaning to help extend the
useful life of the unit. Please click on the following link to help understand the life expectancy of this component:
Estimated Life Expectancies of Home Systems (click to read)
Inspector also suggests enrollment into the DTE Appliance protection plan: Click here for more information about the
appliance protection plan.

4.0 Item 2(Picture) Furnace #2 info label

4.0 Item 1(Picture) Furnace #1 info label
4.3 (1) Due to the unknown time of the last service and cleaning, annual service and maintenance of all heating and cooling
components is recommended: Because a furnace/HVAC unit contains moving parts, it's important that belts are not cracked
and dry, ventilation ductwork is not gapped, cracked or rusted, and components, such as coils and fans, are clog-free and
adequately lubricated for unimpeded operation. This sort of evaluation is best left to the professional, unless the homeowner
has had the appropriate training.
The filter of the unit, especially if it's an HVAC unit that will tend to get nearly year-round use, should be changed by the
homeowner at least every three months, but possibly more often.

(2) Electronic air cleaner was functional at the time of the inspection. Inspector recommends annual maintenance by a
qualified heating and cooling contractor.
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(3) Some noise was noted at the forced air ducts (when walking on the first floor) during the inspection and is likely caused
by loose ducts components or ducts in contact with structural or duct support members. This can usually be resolved easily
by tightening or adjusting the components or using appropriate sound dampening materials between the ductwork and the
support/joist/building materials.

4.3 Item 1(Picture)
(4) Duct exposures and gaps should be properly sealed with foil tape. Contrary to popular belief, duct tape should not be
used in attempt to seal duct work.

4.3 Item 2(Picture)
(5) Humidifier generally should be kept between 30-50% humidity in the winter time. Humidistat and humidifier damper
should be off in the summer time.

4.3 Item 3(Picture) Humidistat and humidifier damper
control location
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4.5 Inspector recommends proper vent screen (to help prevent rodent and bird nesting) be installed at the exterior PVC
furnace intake and exhaust, water heater exhaust, and kitchen/bathroom vent fan exhaust vents.

4.5 Item 1(Picture)
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4.6 (1) A/C units were both manufactured in 2004. Inspector recommends annual maintenance and cleaning to help extend
the useful life of the unit. Please click on the following link to help understand the life expectancy of this component:
Estimated Life Expectancies of Home Systems (click to read)
Inspector also suggests enrollment into the DTE Appliance protection plan: Click here for more information about the
appliance protection plan.
Inspector was unable to inspect the A/C system due to the outside air temperature being below 60 degrees (operation in cool
weather has the potential to damage the compressor). Nothing is known of the absence or presence of any deficiencies in
the system. Inspector recommends spring-time annual maintenance and cleaning by a qualified heating and cooling
contractor to help promote the useful life of the a/c unit.
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4.6 Item 2(Picture) View inside a/c unit - cleaning and maintenance is
recommended

4.6 Item 1(Picture) A/C Unit #1 Info Label
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4.6 Item 4(Picture) View inside a/c unit - cleaning and maintenance is
recommended

4.6 Item 3(Picture) A/C Unit #2 Info Label
(2) There is no visible support slab/pad for the exterior a/c units. The Inspector recommends the unit be placed on a proper
support slab to help prevent deterioration.

4.6 Item 5(Picture) Support slab missing
The heating and cooling system of this home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all
areas of concern, some areas can go unnoticed. The inspection is not meant to be technically exhaustive. The inspection does not involve removal and
inspection behind service door or dismantling that would otherwise reveal something only a licensed heat contractor would discover. Please be aware that
the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase. It is recommended that
qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report.
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5. Plumbing

The inspector shall: Verify the presence of and identify the location of the main water shutoff valve. Inspect the water heating equipment, including
combustion air, venting, connections, energy sources, seismic bracing, and verify the presence or absence of temperature-pressure relief valves and/or
Watts 210 valves. Flush toilets. Run water in sinks, tubs, and showers. Inspect the interior water supply including all fixtures and faucets. Inspect the drain,
waste and vent systems, including all fixtures. Describe any visible fuel storage systems. Inspect the drainage sump pumps testing sumps with accessible
floats. Inspect and describe the water supply, drain, waste and main fuel shut-off valves, as well as the location of the water main and main fuel shut-off
valves. Inspect and determine if the water supply is public or private. Inspect and report as in need of repair deficiencies in the water supply by viewing the
functional flow in two fixtures operated simultaneously. Inspect and report as in need of repair deficiencies in installation and identification of hot and cold
faucets. Inspect and report as in need of repair mechanical drain-stops that are missing or do not operate if installed in sinks, lavatories and tubs. Inspect
and report as in need of repair commodes that have cracks in the ceramic material, are improperly mounted on the floor, leak, or have tank components
which do not operate.
The inspector is not required to: Light or ignite pilot flames. Determine the size, temperature, age, life expectancy or adequacy of the water heater.
Inspect interiors of flues or chimneys, water softening or filtering systems, well pumps or tanks, safety or shut-of valves, floor drains, lawn sprinkler systems
or fire sprinkler systems. Determine the exact flow rate, volume, pressure, temperature, or adequacy of the water supply. Determine the water quality or
potability or the reliability of the water supply or source. Open sealed plumbing access panels. Inspect clothes washing machines or their connections.
Operate any main, branch or fixture valve. Test shower pans, tub and shower surrounds or enclosures for leakage. Evaluate the compliance with local or
state conservation or energy standards, or the proper design or sizing of any water, waste or venting components, fixtures or piping. Determine the
effectiveness of anti-siphon, back-flow prevention or drain-stop devices. Determine whether there are sufficient clean-outs for effective cleaning of drains.
Evaluate gas, liquid propane or oil storage tanks. Inspect any private sewage waste disposal system or component of. Inspect water treatment systems or
water filters. Inspect water storage tanks, pressure pumps or bladder tanks. Evaluate time to obtain hot water at fixtures, or perform testing of any kind to
water heater elements. Evaluate or determine the adequacy of combustion air. Test, operate, open or close safety controls, manual stop valves and/or
temperature or pressure relief valves. Examine ancillary systems or components, such as, but not limited to, those relating to solar water heating, hot water
circulation.
PLUMBING SUGGESTIONS AND MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
Operate all shut off valves at least twice a year to ensure valves operate and to prevent the valve mechanisms from seizing over time.

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Styles & Materials

5.0 Main Water supply shut-off valve (Describe location)

•

Water Source:
Public

5.1 Main Fuel Supply shut-off valve (Describe Location)

•

Plumbing Water Supply

5.2 Water Heating Equipment, Controls, Chimneys, Flues and Vents

•

5.3 Interior Water Supply, Fixtures, Faucets and Systems

•

5.4 Drainage, Waste and Vent System

•

Distribution (inside home):
Copper

5.5 Interior Fuel Storage, Piping, Venting, Supports, Leaks

•

Washer Drain Size:
2" Diameter

5.6 Sump Pumps with accessible float

•

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

•
•

•

•

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

(into home):
Copper
Plumbing Water

Plumbing Waste:
PVC
Water Heater Power
Source:
Gas (quick recovery)
Water Heater Capacity:
75 Gallon
Two units
Manufacturer:
BRADFORD-WHITE
Water Heater Location:
Basement

Comments:
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5.0 The main shut off is located in the basement at the meter.

5.0 Item 1(Picture) Main
water shut-off valve
5.1 The main fuel shut off is at gas meter outside.

5.1 Item 1(Picture) Turn lever to 3 O'clock position
with wrench to turn gas off to the house.
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5.2 The water heaters were manufactured 2003 and 2005 . Water heaters can be expected to last as long as the listed
warranty. Please click on the following link to help understand the life expectancy of this component.
Estimated Life Expectancies of Home Systems (click to read)
Water heaters do require maintenance to keep them running at peak efficiency. These are mostly simple tasks that you can
do yourself, but you can also hire a professional to perform regular maintenance for you. Here are some tips on how you can
keep your water heater working proficiently, and how often it will need maintenance: Water Heater Maintenance Information

5.2 Item 1(Picture) Water heater #1 info label
5.2 Item 2(Picture) Water heater #2 info label
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5.3 (1) Sealant maintenance (caulking/grouting) is suggested where areas are deteriorated, as noted below, to help prevent
moisture intrusion and deterioration. When moisture intrusion is allowed to occur in areas such as these, moderate
deterioration can occur the leads to damage and mold growth. Unable to determine condition of underlying materials.

5.3 Item 1(Picture)

5.3 Item 2(Picture)

5.3 Item 3(Picture)

5.3 Item 4(Picture)

5.3 Item 5(Picture)
(2) Inspector recommends replacing the standard exterior hose bibs (which are prone to cold weather problems) with"frostfree" style hose bibs.

5.3 Item 6(Picture)
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(3) Garden hoses left connected in the winter time can cause freeze damage and should be disconnected.

5.3 Item 7(Picture)
(4) Sprinkler company contact information:
Brit Irrigation - 248-478-2959, 248-465-0059
Inspector recommends asking the seller regarding the status/winterization of the sprinkler system and contacting the
winterizing company to perform the de-winterization in the warmer months.

5.3 Item 8(Picture)
(5) Shower head did not spray properly in the basement shower. Condition is also noted if water leaks from around the
shower head connection to the pipe or if shower head sprays in unusual patterns so that water could damage walls, ceiling,
or floors. Condition sometimes is caused by mineral accumulation on the exterior or in the interior of the shower head and
sometimes can be resolved by having the shower head cleaned.

5.3 Item 9(Picture)
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5.4 The drain and waste system serves to remove plumbing waste from the building by letting it fall through a series of
nearly horizontal and vertical pipes through and out of the building. The vent pipes allow sewer gases to escape and allow
waste to flow freely. The inspector evaluated this system by flushing every drain that has an active fixture while observing its
draw and watching for blockages and slow drains. This is known as "functional flow" and is a subjective evaluation. You
should know that blockages will inevitably occur, usually relative in severity to the age of the system. Minor blockages in
traps beneath sinks, tubs and showers are easily cleared by removing and cleaning the traps or with chemical drain
cleaners. More severe blockages occur when tree roots invade the main building sewer pipe leaving the building and may
require expensive excavation and repairs.
5.6 A battery or water back-up system is recommended to power the sump pump during power outages.
The plumbing in the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of concern,
some areas can go unnoticed. Washing machine drain line for example cannot be checked for leaks or the ability to handle the volume during drain cycle.
Older homes with galvanized supply lines or cast iron drain lines can be obstructed and barely working during an inspection but then fails under heavy use.
If the water is turned off or not used for periods of time (like a vacant home waiting for closing) rust or deposits within the pipes can further clog the piping
system. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase.
It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report.

6. Electrical

The inspector shall inspect: The service line. The meter box. The main disconnect. And determine the rating of the service amperage. Panels, breakers
and fuses. The service grounding and bonding. A representative sampling of switches, receptacles, light fixtures, AFCI receptacles and test all GFCI
receptacles and GFCI circuit breakers observed and deemed to be GFCI's during the inspection. And report the presence of solid conductor aluminum
branch circuit wiring if readily visible. And report on any GFCI-tested receptacles in which power is not present, polarity is incorrect, the receptacle is not
grounded, is not secured to the wall, the cover is not in place, the ground fault circuit interrupter devices are not properly installed or do not operate
properly, or evidence of arcing or excessive heat is present. The service entrance conductors and the condition of their sheathing. The ground fault circuit
interrupters observed and deemed to be GFCI's during the inspection with a GFCI tester. And describe the amperage rating of the service. And report the
absence of smoke detectors. Service entrance cables and report as in need of repair deficiencies in the integrity of the insulation, drip loop, or separation of
conductors at weatherheads and clearances.
The inspector is not required to: Insert any tool, probe or device into the main panel, sub-panels, downstream panel, or electrical fixtures. Operate
electrical systems that are shut down. Remove panel covers or dead front covers if not readily accessible. Operate over current protection devices. Operate
non-accessible smoke detectors. Measure or determine the amperage or voltage of the main service if not visibly labeled. Inspect the alarm system and
components. Inspect the ancillary wiring or remote control devices. Activate any electrical systems or branch circuits which are not energized. Operate
overload devices. Inspect low voltage systems, electrical de-icing tapes, swimming pool wiring or any time-controlled devices. Verify the continuity of the
connected service ground. Inspect private or emergency electrical supply sources, including but not limited to generators, windmills, photovoltaic solar
collectors, or battery or electrical storage facility. Inspect spark or lightning arrestors. Conduct voltage drop calculations. Determine the accuracy of breaker
labeling. Inspect exterior lighting.
ELECTRICAL SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the main disconnect and circuit breakers be operated (turned off and on) periodically, to exercise these protective devices.
Suggested frequency for this maintenance activity is once or twice a year. Circuit breakers that are not periodically operated may over time fail to operate to
specifications.
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupt [GFCI] outlets should be tested in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations, to confirm these devices are operable
and providing protection. Failure to operate periodically may result in the mechanical components of these devices becoming sticky or inoperable, thus not
providing the intended personal protection. If uncertain about the frequency of testing, the suggested frequency of testing is once per month. Smoke
detectors, fire detectors, and carbon monoxide detectors should be tested periodically in accordance with manufacturer's recommendation, to assure these
devices are operable and providing protection. Failure to perform periodic test reduces assurance that the home's occupants will be alerted in the event of
hazardous events. If uncertain about the frequency of testing, the suggested frequency of testing is once per month. If devices are operated by or contain
batteries as back-up power, it is suggested that batteries be changed in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations, or every 6 months if not
specified.
Do not open electrical boxes or fixtures, or remove wall plates, without first assuring circuits are powered off.

IN NI AN MS NP RR
6.0 Service Entrance Conductors, Service Drop
IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace
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Styles & Materials
Electrical Service
Conductors:
Below ground
Panel capacity:
(2) 150 AMP service panel
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Electric Meter and Base, Main Disconnect, Main and Distribution Panels,
Grounding

•

6.2 Circuit Breakers, Fuses and Compatibility of their Amperage and Voltage

•

6.1

6.3

Switches, Receptacles, Light Fixtures and Visible Wiring (observed from a
representative number)

•

•

Panel Type:
Circuit breakers
Electric Panel
Manufacturer:
EATON
CUTLER HAMMER

•

Branch wire 15 and 20

Polarity and Grounding of Receptacles within 6 feet of Interior Plumbing
6.4 Fixtures and all Receptacles in Garage, Carport, Exterior Walls of
Inspected Structure

•

AMP:
Copper

6.5 All Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter Receptacles

•

Wiring Methods:
Romex (Style, not
manufacturer)

6.6 Location of Main and Distribution panels

•

6.7 Smoke Detectors

•
•

6.8 Carbon Monoxide Detector
IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Comments:
6.0 The wall anchors are loose/missing for the service entrance cable and should be properly secured to the exterior.

6.0 Item 1(Picture)
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6.1 (1) There is inadequate clearance for the modern safety standard of "dedicated or working space" around the main
electrical panel. The graphic below illustrates the appropriate dimensions to which space around the panel is required. If this
dedicated space has belongings or storage in it, simply moving these items is recommended. While not energized or an
electrical safety issue, the inspector suggests that all alarm, phone, and cable access point covers, wiring and loose
components be properly secured.

6.1 Item 2(Picture)

6.1 Item 1(Picture)

6.1 Item 3(Picture)
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(2) The electrical panel should be provided with a label clearly describing which electrical circuits are controlled by each of
the breakers.

6.1 Item 4(Picture)
6.3 Several light bulbs appeared to require replacement at the time of the inspection. Checking each bulb is beyond the
scope of the inspection and it is common to need to replace some light bulbs upon moving in as they do not last indefinitely.

6.3 Item 1(Picture)

123 Maple Avenue
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6.6 The main panel boxes are located in the basement.

6.6 Item 1(Picture)
6.8 There is no carbon monoxide detector found in the home. Carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless, tasteless, toxic
gas that is a product of the combustion process. Combustion appliances such as gas furnaces and heaters can introduce
dangerously high levels of carbon monoxide to the indoor air if combustion components need adjustment. Carbon monoxide
detectors monitor indoor air and sound an alarm if dangerously high levels of carbon monoxide are detected. They are
inexpensive and available at most hardware and home improvement stores. It is recommended that a carbon monoxide
detector be installed in the home on any floor having combustion appliances and according to the manufacturer's
instructions.
The electrical system of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of
concern, some areas can go unnoticed. Outlets were not removed and the inspection was only visual. Any outlet not accessible (behind the refrigerator for
example) was not inspected or accessible. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report
should be considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the
comments in this inspection report.

7. Fireplace

The inspector shall inspect: The fireplace, and open and close the damper door if readily accessible and operable. Hearth extensions and other
permanently installed components. And report as in need of repair deficiencies in the lintel, hearth and material surrounding the fireplace, including
clearance from combustible materials.
The inspector is not required to: Inspect the flue or vent system. Inspect the interior of chimneys or flues, fire doors or screens, seals or gaskets, or
mantels. Determine the need for a chimney sweep. Operate gas fireplace inserts. Light pilot flames. Determine the appropriateness of such installation.
Inspect automatic fuel feed devices. Inspect combustion and/or make-up air devices. Inspect heat distribution assists whether gravity controlled or fan
assisted. Ignite or extinguish fires. Determine draft characteristics. Move fireplace inserts, stoves, or firebox contents. Determine adequacy of draft, perform
a smoke test or dismantle or remove any component. Perform an NFPA inspection. Perform a Phase 1 fireplace and chimney inspection.

IN NI AN MS NP RR
7.0 Gas/LP Firelogs and Fireplaces

7.2 Chimneys Flues and Vents (for fireplaces)
7.3 Electric Faux Fireplace Heater
IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

Types of Fireplaces:
Vented gas logs

•
•

7.1 Solid Fuel Heating Devices (Fireplaces, Woodstove)

Styles & Materials

•

Operable Fireplaces:
One
Number of Woodstoves:
None

•
IN NI AN MS NP RR

Comments:
The Fireplace system of this home was inspected and reported on with the above information. The inspection is not meant to be technically exhaustive and
does not substitute an inspection by a certified chimney sweep. The inspection does not determine the safety of the fireplace in terms of the condition of
liner or the absence of a liner. Any comments made by the inspector does not remove the need for an inspection by a certified chimney sweep. Chimneys
should be inspected at least annually. Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be
considered before purchase. It is recommended that a certified chimney sweep inspect the liner for safe operation.
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8. Insulation and Ventilation

The home inspector shall observe: Insulation and vapor retarders in unfinished spaces; Ventilation of attics and foundation areas; Kitchen, bathroom, and
laundry venting systems; and the operation of any readily accessible attic ventilation fan, and, when temperature permits, the operation of any readily
accessible thermostatic control. The home inspector shall describe: Insulation in unfinished spaces; and Absence of insulation in unfinished space at
conditioned surfaces. The home inspector shall: Move insulation where readily visible evidence indicates the need to do so; and Move insulation where
chimneys penetrate roofs, where plumbing drain/waste pipes penetrate floors, adjacent to earth filled stoops or porches, and at exterior doors. The home
inspector is not required to report on: Concealed insulation and vapor retarders; or Venting equipment that is integral with household appliances.
The inspector is not required to: Enter the attic or any unfinished spaces that are not readily accessible, or where entry could cause damage or, in the
inspector's opinion, pose a safety hazard. Move, touch or disturb insulation. Move, touch or disturb vapor retarders. Break or otherwise damage the surface
finish or weather seal on or around access panels or covers. Identify the composition or R-value of insulation material. Activate thermostatically operated
fans. Determine the types of materials used in insulation or wrapping of pipes, ducts, jackets, boilers or wiring. Determine the adequacy of ventilation.
VENTILATION/INSULATION SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
Regular home maintenance activities should include a review of the home for signs of moisture and mold. We recommend reviewing all rooms and areas at
least twice a year. Be conscious of air quality: molds need moisture to grow. Any signs of water leaks to the interior should be immediately addressed.
Monitor indoor humidity; keeping relative humidity between 30 and 50% is suggested. To ensure moisture from dryer exhaust is safely vented to the
exterior, clean your dryer filter every time the dryer is used. Check the dryer duct and exterior exhaust cover at least twice a year for blockages and lint
build-up.

IN NI AN MS NP RR
8.0 Insulation in Attic

•

•

8.1 Insulation Under Floor System

•

8.2 Vapor Retarders (on ground in crawlspace or basement)

•

8.3 Ventilation of Attic and Foundation Areas

•

8.4 Venting systems (Kitchens, Baths and Laundry)

•

8.5 Ventilation Fans and Thermostatic Controls (in Attic)
IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

Styles & Materials
Attic Insulation:
Blown
Fiberglass
Approximate
R-38 (Current
Recommended Standard)
Ventilation:
Ridge vents
Soffit Vents

•
•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Exhaust Fans:
Fan only
Dryer Power Source:
Gas Connection
Dryer Vent:
Rigid Metal
Flexible Metal
Floor System Insulation:
NONE

Comments:
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8.0 (1) The attic access door/hatch is not insulated. The inspector recommends adding insulation and weather stripping to
the attic access panel.
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, an attic access that is not insulated is a big hole and deficiency in the thermal
barrier between the attic and conditioned space. This gap in the attic insulation increases heat loss in winter and heat gain in
summer. An unsealed attic access can potentially leak the same amount of air supplied by a typical bedroom heating duct.
To insulate an attic access, a lightweight, moveable box or panel can be constructed from rigid foam to fit over the access
from the attic side.

8.0 Item 1(Picture)
(2) Typically, wood frame or equivalent baffles are installed along the perimeter of the access openings to prevent loose fill
insulation from spilling into the living area and to maintain the installed thickness of the surrounding insulation up to the
edges of the attic access openings. Inspector recommends correction.

8.0 Item 2(Picture)
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(3) Insulation should be installed/corrected to ensure that it fills all ceiling joist bays, leaving no gaps or voids around wiring
or piping, and that it covers the tops of the joists to stop thermal bridging. The depth of coverage should be even across the
open areas of the attic.

8.0 Item 3(Picture)

8.0 Item 4(Picture)

(4) Additional insulation pictures are for client reference only.

8.0 Item 6(Picture)

8.0 Item 5(Picture)
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8.3 There are no baffles between the roof rafters in the attic at the soffit area. Baffles are generally needed to prevent the
insulation that is present in the attic from obstructing the entrance of ventilation air at the soffit vents. Inspector recommends
proper installation of baffles.
Inadequate attic ventilation can cause the attic to overheat, causing heat damage to anything located in the attic, as well as
causing heat damage to the roof covering itself, resulting in a decreased life expectancy. Adequate ventilation of the attic will
actually help prolong the life expectancy of the roof covering and help stabilize interior temperatures when heating and
cooling is in use. Inspector recommends occasional checking of vents to ensure that all attic ventilation is unobstructed and
fully functional and/or having additional ventilation added.

8.3 Item 1(Picture) Rafter baffle example diagram
8.4 The dryer vent piping is a flexible material and is not a recommended ventilation duct material as it can be easily crushed
or kinked. Some professionals consider these types of dryer vents as generally unsafe by modern safety standards. This
requirement may vary by municipality, but for best and safe practice, the Inspector recommends replacement with a round 4"
double-wall rigid metal vent pipe.

8.4 Item 1(Picture) View behind dryer
The insulation and ventilation of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all
areas of concern, some areas can go unnoticed. Venting of exhaust fans or clothes dryer cannot be fully inspected and bends or obstructions can occur
without being accessible or visible (behind wall and ceiling coverings). Only insulation that is visible was inspected. Please be aware that the inspector has
your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase. It is recommended that qualified contractors be
used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report.
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9. Interior

The inspector shall: Open and close a representative number of doors and windows. Inspect the walls, ceilings, steps, stairways, and railings. Inspect
garage doors and garage door openers by operating first by remote (if available) and then by the installed automatic door control. And report as in need of
repair any installed electronic sensors that are not operable or not installed at proper heights above the garage door. And report as in need of repair any
door locks or side ropes that have not been removed or disabled when garage door opener is in use. And report as in need of repair any windows that are
obviously fogged or display other evidence of broken seals.
The inspector is not required to: Inspect paint, wallpaper, window treatments or finish treatments. Inspect central vacuum systems. Inspect safety
glazing. Inspect security systems or components. Evaluate the fastening of countertops, cabinets, sink tops and fixtures, or firewall compromises. Move
furniture, stored items, or any coverings like carpets or rugs in order to inspect the concealed floor structure. Move drop ceiling tiles. Inspect or move any
household appliances. Inspect or operate equipment housed in the garage except as otherwise noted. Verify or certify safe operation of any auto reverse or
related safety function of a garage door. Operate or evaluate security bar release and opening mechanisms, whether interior or exterior, including
compliance with local, state, or federal standards. Operate any system, appliance or component that requires the use of special keys, codes, combinations,
or devices. Operate or evaluate self-cleaning oven cycles, tilt guards/latches or signal lights. Inspect microwave ovens or test leakage from microwave
ovens. Operate or examine any sauna, steam-jenny, kiln, toaster, ice-maker, coffee-maker, can-opener, bread-warmer, blender, instant hot water
dispenser, or other small, ancillary devices. Inspect elevators. Inspect remote controls. Inspect appliances. Inspect items not permanently installed.
Examine or operate any above-ground, movable, freestanding, or otherwise non-permanently installed pool/spa, recreational equipment or self-contained
equipment. Come into contact with any pool or spa water in order to determine the system structure or components. Determine the adequacy of spa jet
water force or bubble effect. Determine the structural integrity or leakage of a pool or spa.
INTERIOR SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
Periodic inspection of your attic is suggested, to examine for evidence of water infiltration, as evidenced by water stains, rot, or mold. Examination after
heavy rainstorms is suggested as the best opportunity to view current issues. A review of your home should be conducted at least twice a year. Items to
include in this review include: checking all doors and windows for safe operation and protection against forced entry; checking smoke, fire, and carbon
monoxide detectors, and fire extinguishers; practicing routines for fire safety and emergency situations; checking stair and railings for safety; etc.

IN NI AN MS NP RR
9.0 Ceilings

•

9.1 Walls

•

9.2 Floors

•

9.3

Stairs, Steps, Landings, Stairways and Ramps and Railings, Guards and
Handrails

Ceiling Material(s):
Drywall
Unfinished
Wall Material(s):
Drywall
Paneling
Unfinshed

•

9.4 Counters and Cabinets (representative number)

•

9.5 Doors (representative number)

•

•

9.6 Windows (representative number)

•

•

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

Styles & Materials

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Floor Covering(s):
Area rug
Carpet
Hardwood T&G
Tile
Unfinished
Interior Doors:
Solid
Window Types:
Casement
Window Manufacturer:
PELLA
Cabinetry:
Wood
Countertop:
Granite

Comments:
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9.0 Typical 10 year maintenance including painting of ceiling and recaulking of settled areas of walls and ceilings has not
been performed in some rooms. Inspector recommends routine caulking, prep, and paint of these areas. This usually
resolves light cosmetic concerns such as loose counter/cabinet/wall joints, ceiling and wall "nail-pops" and visible drywall
attachment components.

9.0 Item 3(Picture)

9.0 Item 1(Picture)

9.0 Item 2(Picture)

9.0 Item 4(Picture)

9.0 Item 5(Picture)

9.0 Item 6(Picture)
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9.5 Some interior doors and their hardware require adjustment, tightening or maintenance to open, close, and lock securely.

9.5 Item 1(Picture)

9.5 Item 2(Picture)

9.5 Item 3(Picture)

9.5 Item 4(Picture)

9.5 Item 5(Picture)
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9.6 Windows have not been maintained, operated regularly or cleaned routinely. Some hardware/latches/springs and panes
may not operate correctly or open/close easily due to the age of the windows and expansion contraction of the home and the
window materials. Sealant maintenance, cleaning, and regular operation is suggested to help extend the thermal barrier
property of the windows and allow them to open and close with less difficulty. Specifically:
-Windows above the kitchen sink,
-front living room (facing side),
-rear dining room (left of the sliding glass door),
-1st floor den (facing front),
-2nd floor hallway middle bedroom (facing front),
-2nd floor jack and Jill bedroom (facing side, both),
-2nd floor jack and Jill bedroom (facing front),
-basement, left of the sliding glass door facing rear,
These windows are stuck closed and should be corrected with maintenance, including the possibility that the exterior paint
seal formed around the window after painting needs a razor knife perforation allow the window to open.
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9.6 Item 1(Picture)

9.6 Item 2(Picture)

9.6 Item 3(Picture)

9.6 Item 4(Picture)

9.6 Item 5(Picture)

The interior of the home was inspected and reported on with the above information. While the inspector makes every effort to find all areas of concern,
some areas can go unnoticed. The inspection did not involve moving furniture and inspecting behind furniture, area rugs or areas obstructed from view.
Please be aware that the inspector has your best interest in mind. Any repair items mentioned in this report should be considered before purchase. It is
recommended that qualified contractors be used in your further inspection or repair issues as it relates to the comments in this inspection report.
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10. Garage

Inspection of the garage typically includes examination of the following:general structure; floor, wall and ceiling surfaces; operation of all accessible
conventional doors and door hardware; vehicle door condition and operation proper electrical condition including Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)
protection; interior and exterior lighting; stairs and stairways proper firewall separation from living space; and proper floor drainage.
GARAGE SUGGESTIONS & MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS:
You can easily perform some garage door system safety and maintenance tasks yourself. If you are not comfortable performing these tests, have them
performed by a trained service technician. SAFETY NOTE: To avoid injury, it's a good idea to let everyone in your household know that you are checking
the garage door and that it is not to be opened or closed by anyone until you tell them you are finished.
The following tests and related maintenance should be performed in the following order:
Monthly visual inspection. Stand inside the garage with the garage door closed. Look over the garage door springs, cables, rollers, pulleys and mounting
hardware, such as hinges, for signs of wear or damage. Look for cable wear or fraying. Is the mounting hardware becoming loose? If something doesn't
look quite right - or doesn't sound quite right - it could be the symptom of a more serious issue. Have the garage door system inspected by a trained service
technician.
Monthly door balance test. If your door is equipped with an automatic opener system: close the door and disconnect the automatic opener. Once you are
able to lift the door manually: Lift the door. It should lift smoothly with little resistance and should remain fully open. If it is difficult to open or does not remain
open, the door may be out of balance and should be serviced by a trained service technician.
Monthly reversing mechanism test (if your door is equipped with an automatic opener system). Note: garage door openers manufactured after January 1,
1993, are required by federal law to be equipped with a reversing mechanism and a photo eye or edge sensor as added measures of safety to prevent
entrapment. If your system does not have these features, replacement of your automatic operating system is recommended.
With the door fully open, lay a piece of wood such as a section of a 2 x 4 on the floor in the center of the garage door opening where the door would touch
the floor. Push your garage door opener's transmitter or wall button to close the door. When the door strikes the wood, the door should automatically
reverse. If the door does not automatically reverse, the door should be serviced by a trained service technician.
Monthly photo eye test (if your door is equipped with an automatic opener system). Note: garage door openers manufactured after January 1, 1993, are
required by federal law to be equipped with a reversing mechanism and a photo eye or edge sensor as added measures of safety to prevent entrapment. If
your system does not have these features, replacement of your automatic operating system is recommended.
With the door fully open, push your garage door opener's transmitter or wall button to close the door. Wave a long object, such as a broomstick, in front of
one of the door's photo eyes so it "breaks the beam." The door should reverse.
If it does not reverse and reopen, pull the broomstick out of the path of the closing door. Close the door. With the door in the closed position, clean the photo
eyes with a soft, dry cloth. Gently adjust the photo eyes by hand if they appear to be out of alignment. Open the door and repeat the photo eye test. If the
door does not reverse and reopen, the door should be serviced by a trained service technician.
Monthly force setting test (if your door is equipped with an automatic opener system). With the door fully open, push your garage door opener's transmitter
or wall button to close the door. As the door is closing, hold up the bottom of the door with your hands outstretched and stiff. If the door does not easily
reverse and continues to close, pull your hands away immediately. The closing force is excessive and the door should be serviced by a trained service
technician.
Semi-annual lubrication. Apply a small amount of spray lubricant to the door's hinges, rollers and tracks.
Inspection of the garage typically includes examination of the following:general structure; floor, wall and ceiling surfaces; operation of all accessible
conventional doors and door hardware; vehicle door condition and operation proper electrical condition including Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)
protection; interior and exterior lighting; stairs and stairways proper firewall separation from living space; and proper floor drainage.

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Garage Door Type:
Two automatic

10.0 Garage Ceiling

•

10.1 Garage Walls (Including Firewall Separation)

•

Garage Door Material:
Metal

10.2 Garage Floor

•

Auto-opener

10.3 Garage Door (s)

•

Manufacturer:
CHAMBERLAIN

10.4 Occupant Door from Garage to inside of home

•

10.5

Garage Door Operators (Report whether or not doors will reverse when
met with resistance)

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace
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Styles & Materials

•

•
IN NI AN MS NP RR
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IN NI AN MS NP RR

10.6 Exterior

•

10.7 Windows

•

10.8 Photo-electric safety sensors

•

10.9 Roof

•

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Comments:
10.0 Drywall patch are common after several years in non-insulated areas such as the garage.

10.0 Item 1(Picture)
10.4 The door in the wall between the garage and the home living space did not have operable self-closing hinges or other
approved safety devices as is required by generally-accepted current safety standards. For safety reasons, the inspector
recommends action be taken to make the garage door compliant such as adding a self-closing device.
10.6 Exterior wall covering and trim exposures should be sealed up where they are deteriorated or damaged to help prevent
moisture intrusion.

10.6 Item 2(Picture)

10.6 Item 1(Picture)
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11. Kitchen & Laundry Appliances

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Dishwasher Brand:
FRIGIDAIRE
GENERAL ELECTRIC

•

11.0 Built in Dishwasher

•

11.1 Ranges/Ovens/Cooktops

Styles & Materials

11.2 Range hood

•

11.3 Trash Compactor

•

Disposer Brand:
BADGER
Exhaust/Range hood:
NONE

11.4 Food Waste Disposer - Garbage Disposal

•

Range/Oven:
GENERAL ELECTRIC

11.5 Refrigerator

•

Built in Microwave:
GENERAL ELECTRIC

11.6 Built in Microwave Cooking Equipment

•

Trash Compactors:
NONE

•

11.7 Washing machine

•

11.8 Clothes dryer
IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested,
NP= Not Present, RR= Repair or Replace

Refrigerator:
GENERAL ELECTRIC

•

IN NI AN MS NP RR

Washing Machine Brand:
AMANA
Clothes dryer brand:
AMANA
Stove Power Source:
Gas

Comments:
11.0 (1) Dishes/cooking items were present in the first floor dishwasher or it was being used for storage; the dishwasher was
not fully evaluated. While the components, materials, and installation of the dishwasher appear appropriate, the Inspector
recommends asking the seller about its functionality and running the dishwasher at the time of final walk-through.
(2) The dishwasher in the lower level kitchenette is loose and should be properly secured to the underside of the countertop.

11.0 Item 1(Picture)
11.7 The washing machine contained some of the sellers belongings and was not tested at the time of the inspection. While
the components, materials, and installation of the washing machine appear appropriate, the Inspector recommends asking
the seller about its functionality and running the washing machine at the time of final walk-through.
11.8 Dryer door is not properly aligned and requires maintenance or repair to open and close smoothly.
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12. Conclusion
We are proud of our service and trust you will be happy with the quality of your report. We have made every effort to provide you with an accurate
assessment of the condition of the property and its components and to alert you to any significant defects or adverse conditions. However, we may not have
tested every outlet, opened every window and door or identified every problem. Also because our inspection is essentially visual, latent defects could exist.
We cannot see behind walls. Therefore, you should not regard our inspection as a guarantee or warranty. It is simply a report on the general condition of a
property at a given point in time. As a homeowner, you should expect problems to occur. Roofs will leak, basements may have water problems and systems
may fail without warning. We cannot predict future events. For those reasons, you should keep a comprehensive insurance policy current.
This report was written exclusively for our Client. It is not transferable to other parties. The report is only supplemental to a seller's disclosure.
Thank you for taking the time to read this report and call us if you have any questions. We are always attempting to improve quality of our service and our
report.
PRE-CLOSING WALK-THROUGH
The walk-through prior to closing is the time for the Client to inspect the property. Conditions can change between the time of a home inspection and the
time of closing. Restrictions that existed during the inspection may have been removed for the walk-through. Defects or problems that were not found during
the home inspection may be discovered during the walk-through. The Client should be thorough during the walk-through.
Any defect or problem discovered during the walk-through should be negotiated with the owner/seller of the property prior to closing. Purchasing the
property with a known defect or problem releases UP CLOSE HOME INSPECTION of all responsibility. The Client assumes responsibility for all known
defects after settlement.
The following are recommendations for the pre-closing walk-through of your new house. Consider hiring a certified home inspector to assist you. We
strongly recommend using the Final Walk Through Checklist to assist you in this important process.
1. Check the heating and cooling system. Turn the thermostat to heat mode and turn the temperature setting up. Confirm that the heating system is running
and making heat. Turn the thermostat to off and wait 20 minutes. Turn the thermostat to cool mode and turn the temperature setting down. Confirm the
condenser is spinning and the system is making cool air. The cooling system should not be checked if the temperature is below 60 degrees. You should not
operate a heat pump in the heating mode when it is over 75 degrees outside.
2. Operate all appliances.
3. Run water at all fixtures and flush toilets.
4. Operate all exterior doors, windows and locks.
5. Test smoke and carbon monoxide detectors.
6. Ask for all remote controls to any garage door openers, fans, gas fireplaces, etc.
7. Inspect areas that may have been restricted at the time of the inspection.
8. Ask seller questions about anything that was not covered during the home inspection.
9. Ask seller about prior infestation treatment and warranties that may be transferable.
10. Read seller's disclosure.

IN= Inspected, NI= Not Inspected, AN= Attention Needed, MS= Maintenance Suggested, NP= Not Present, RR=
Repair or Replace
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General Summary

Up Close Home Inspection
Jay@UpCloseHomeInspections.com
734-224-8080
UpCloseHomeInspections.com
Customer
Mr. and Mrs. John & Mary Homebuyer
Address
123 Maple Avenue
Hometown MI 48999
The following items or discoveries indicate that these systems or components do not function as intended or adversely
affects the habitability of the dwelling; or warrants further investigation by a specialist, or requires subsequent
observation. This summary shall not contain recommendations for routine upkeep of a system or component to keep it in
proper functioning condition or recommendations to upgrade or enhance the function or efficiency of the home. This
Summary is not the entire report. The complete report may include additional information of concern to the customer. It is
recommended that the customer read the complete report.

2. Exterior

2.4

Porches, Patios, Decks, Balconies and Carports
Inspected, Maintenance Suggested
(1) General overall deferred maintenance is apparent at the deck and deck components. Inspector recommends
proper correction including prep and paint or stain as well as securing or repairing loose or deteriorated
components. The inspector recommends the deck be cleaned with a "Deck wash" and sealed with a waterproof
sealant sealant claiming to waterproof, block ultraviolet light, and stop mildew. (As well as the underside of the
deck, if accessible.)

5. Plumbing

5.3

Interior Water Supply, Fixtures, Faucets and Systems
Inspected, Attention Needed, Maintenance Suggested
(3) Garden hoses left connected in the winter time can cause freeze damage and should be disconnected.
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6. Electrical

6.0

Service Entrance Conductors, Service Drop
Inspected, Maintenance Suggested
The wall anchors are loose/missing for the service entrance cable and should be properly secured to the exterior.

6.8

Carbon Monoxide Detector
Not Present, Repair or Replace
There is no carbon monoxide detector found in the home. Carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless, tasteless,
toxic gas that is a product of the combustion process. Combustion appliances such as gas furnaces and heaters
can introduce dangerously high levels of carbon monoxide to the indoor air if combustion components need
adjustment. Carbon monoxide detectors monitor indoor air and sound an alarm if dangerously high levels of carbon
monoxide are detected. They are inexpensive and available at most hardware and home improvement stores. It is
recommended that a carbon monoxide detector be installed in the home on any floor having combustion appliances
and according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Home inspectors are not required to report on the following: Life expectancy of any component or system; The causes of the
need for a repair; The methods, materials, and costs of corrections; The suitability of the property for any specialized use;
Compliance or non-compliance with codes, ordinances, statutes, regulatory requirements or restrictions; The market value of
the property or its marketability; The advisability or inadvisability of purchase of the property; Any component or system that
was not observed; The presence or absence of pests such as wood damaging organisms, rodents, or insects; or Cosmetic
items, underground items, or items not permanently installed. Home inspectors are not required to: Offer warranties or
guarantees of any kind; Calculate the strength, adequacy, or efficiency of any system or component; Enter any area or
perform any procedure that may damage the property or its components or be dangerous to the home inspector or other
persons; Operate any system or component that is shut down or otherwise inoperable; Operate any system or component
that does not respond to normal operating controls; Disturb insulation, move personal items, panels, furniture, equipment,
plant life, soil, snow, ice, or debris that obstructs access or visibility; Determine the presence or absence of any suspected
adverse environmental condition or hazardous substance, including but not limited to mold, toxins, carcinogens, noise,
contaminants in the building or in soil, water, and air; Determine the effectiveness of any system installed to control or
remove suspected hazardous substances; Predict future condition, including but not limited to failure of components; Since
this report is provided for the specific benefit of the customer(s), secondary readers of this information should hire a licensed
inspector to perform an inspection to meet their specific needs and to obtain current information concerning this property.
Prepared Using HomeGauge http://www.HomeGauge.com : Licensed To Jay Latzman
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INVOICE
Up Close Home Inspection
Jay@UpCloseHomeInspections.com
734-224-8080
UpCloseHomeInspections.com
Inspected By: Jay Latzman

Inspection Date: 4/3/2018
Report ID: 040318Sample

Customer Info:

Inspection Property:

Mr. and Mrs. John & Mary Homebuyer

123 Maple Avenue
Hometown MI 48999

5511 Main Street
Big City MI 49000

Customer's Real Estate Professional:
Bob Realtor
Real Estate Company
Inspection Fee:
Service
Inspection Fee

Price

Amount

Sub-Total

493.20

1

493.20

Tax $0.00
Total Price $493.20
Payment Method: Check
Payment Status: Paid At Time Of Inspection
Note:
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Up Close Home Inspection
Jay Latzman
Jay@UpCloseHomeInspections.com
734-224-8080
UpCloseHomeInspections.com
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